Sara was a very special lady with a super personality, ideal conformation with elegance and soundness, along with the outstanding ability to produce the very best. She is currently the WCA #1 BROM producing dam of all time. Sara is the dam of nine champion offspring, which includes: two all-breed Best in Show winners, Ch. Valmar’s Pollyanna, BROM and Am/Can Ch. Valmar Smokey City Easy, JH, NSD, BROM; two Best in Futurity winners, Ch. Valmar’s Pepsi Challenge and Pollyanna; and four BROM producers, Ch. Valmar’s Serendipity, Ch. Vatmar’s Quarter Note, Pollyanna and Easy.
Sara lived at Valmar until 1986, when she had a golden opportunity to live as an only dog in Mary Lou Rogers’ household. Sara had a wonderful and loving home for the remainder of her life, a team that lasted seven more years.

Breeders: Gary & Elizabeth Roe
Owner: Joan Valdez
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